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SPECIFICATIONS 

Model: IR-160BInfra-Red Thermometer 

This fully functional industrial standard infra-red 
thermometer has the features of the food grade models 
without the price tag. This compact model will fit into 
the pocket, it is the popular ‘gun style’ with the trigger 
on the front of the unit. Has a laser pointer to give an 
indication of where the unit is measuring the 
temperature. The wide temperature range makes it 
suitable for many applications in: Electrical servicing 
and installation, Motor mechanic, Aviation mechanics, 
Agriculture - Planting and Green keeping, Wine 
making, Road base application, Concrete laying, 
Plumbing, Motor racing (brake, tyre, cylinder 
temperatures, etc), Model car / plane / helicopters use, 
etc, etc, etc. Thousands of uses!

Infra-red Thermometer 

HLP

Battery

Serial Number

Temp Range

Power 

Accuracy

Resolution

Infra-red

Temperatures C & F switchable

2°C

Probe: -30 to 300°C

For in-house Traceability

White light

2x AAA

0.2°C

Auto power off after 15 Sec

180º

HACCP lights
for trainees

Display

Hard carry
case!

+

+ Temperature measuring range:    
-30ºC to +300ºC

+ Displays temp of the target in 
under 1 second

+ Displayed temperature will remain 
on hold on the screen for 15 
seconds.

+ Accuracy 2% of reading ±2°C

+ Backlit display

+ Operating temp: 0 ~ 50°C

+ NOTE: This unit uses a class 2 
laser - DO NOT POINT INTO 
EYES AND DO NOT LOOK INTO 
THE LASER BEAM

+ Auto power  off a fter i dle1 5se c. 
(the display will show ‘OFF’ as it 
auto power’s off)

+ Low battery indicator
+ Serial numbered for in-house 

traceability

+ Resolution: 0.2°C

+ Battery: 2 x AAA (included)

+ Lense ratio: 12:1 (measures a 
1cm ‘spot’ at 12cm distance)

+ Laser pointer (class 2 laser)
+ °C / °F selectable
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